Contact the Office of Sponsored Research (OSR)

For detailed program information, including OSR deadlines and program contacts, please refer to the searchable R+I Funding Opportunities Database.

General OSR inquiries: info.osr@mcgill.ca

Carole Goutorbe, Director, 514-398-3538

Grants and Agreements

Rupa Narasimhadevara, Associate Director, 514-398-7105

Hélène Dragatsi, Senior Grants & Agreements Officer, 514-398-5406

Joanna Mastalerek, Senior Grants & Agreements Officer, 514-398-7300: SSHRC IG, IDG, Connection, H2020 (including Marie Curie Sklodowska Fellowships), FRQ-Audace, FRQSC New Academics, Foundations, NFRF Global

Michelle Picard-Aitken, Senior Grants & Agreements Officer, 514-398-3348: CIHR Teams, SSHRC PDG, Canadian military, Provincial contracts, Génome, Biomedical and Health Sciences and Social Sciences and Humanities federal contracts

Agnes Wong, Senior Grants & Agreements Officer, 514-398-3102: NSERC, FRQNT Teams, Canadian-International (IDRC, NFRF Horizon Global), Natural Sciences and Engineering federal sponsors, Foundations

Agapi Agapitos, Grants & Agreements Officer, 514-396-1619: NSERC, CIHR Project, FRQSC Actions concertées, Marie Curie Sklodowska Fellowships

Lindsay Dayton, Grants & Agreements Officer, 514-398-1062: FRQSC New Academics, NSERC RTI, Foundations

Marie-Claude Bélanger, Grants & Agreements Officer, 514-398-2275

Katarina Stojkovic, Grants & Agreements Officer, 514-398-5184: CIHR, NIH, FRQSC Actions concertées

Biljana Vasilevska, Grants & Agreements Officer, 514-398-8707: US DoD/CDMRP, Foundations, NFRF Exploration, SSHRC PEG, SSHRC Connection

Jennifer Callaghan, Grants Administrator, 514-398-3256: General inquiries/support for SSHRC, CIHR Projects, FRQSC/FRQS, FRQ interdisciplinary calls, Biomedical and Health Sciences federal sponsors

Michael Guadagno, Grants Administrator, 514-396-1322: General inquiries/support for NSERC, CIHR Teams, FRQNT, FRQ international calls, Canadian government sponsors, NIH

Kathleen Therrien, Grants Administrator, 514-398-8801 (on leave): General inquiries/support for NSERC, CIHR Teams, FRQNT, FRQ international calls, Canadian government sponsors, NIH
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Awards Management

General award-related inquiries: awards.osr@mcgill.ca

**Martyn Liness**, Associate Director, 514-398-8915

**Diane Farhat**, Senior Awards & Compliance Officer, 514-398-3283: CRCs, NFRF, Tri-Agency and Québec sponsors, research compliance

**Julie Vallée**, Senior Awards Officer, 514-398-3333: US (non-NIH)/EU/international programs, Industry, donations for research (brought by University Advancement)

**David Nguyen**, Senior Awards Officer, 514-398-2069: COVID-19 Immunity Task Force

**Maria Capizzi**, Awards Officer, 514-398-5114: NSERC, Mitacs, Natural Sciences and Engineering sponsors

**Rosa Maria Greco**, Awards Officer, 514-398-1887: Industry, Social Sciences and Humanities sponsors, CARIC/CRIAQ, Prizes

**Sarah Kaderabek**, Awards Officer, 514-398-8076: HBHL/CFREF, Genome, Changes in Investigator status

**Florise Lam**, Awards Officer, 514-398-7229: NIH/EU/international programs, Biomedical and Health Sciences sponsors (Brain Canada, PHAC)

**Dalia Soliman**, Awards Officer, 514-398-3592: FRQ, Québec ministries and consortia

**Jennifer Nemes**, Awards Administrator, 514-398-5211: CIHR and SSHRC, Biomedical and Health Sciences sponsors (CCSRI, Heart and Stroke Foundation, Parkinson Canada)

Data Management

**Janie Kwan**, Director, 514-398-8956

**Vera Milbradt**, Research Administrative Officer 514-398-3790: Administrative oversight, internal programs

**Leisa Smith**, Senior Administrative Coordinator (Supervisor, Data Maintenance), 514-398-3178

**Tim Capper**, Administrative Coordinator (Data Maintenance), 514-398-5565

**Barbara Wong**, Administrative Coordinator (Data Maintenance), 514-398-3997

**Erin Keenan**, Administrative Coordinator (Data Entry), 514-396-1114

**Ken Wong**, Systems Support Officer, 514-398-5182

**Jeffrey Zhu**, Software Support & Data Administrator, 514-398-8812

Administration

**Lauren Clark**, Senior Advisor, Sponsored Research 514-398-4880: Operational oversight, reporting, and communications
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